An approximate analytical solution is obtained for the problem of spherical implosion of coalesced weak shocks in an ideal gas. Since the motion is assumed to be self-similar, our expressions are approximations to the exact solution which is valid close to the center of the sphere only, This has been achieved by replacing, in different time regimes, a nonlinear function of the reduced sound velocity and the reduced gas velocity appearing in the self-similar differential equation for these variables, by suitable functions of the reduced gas velocity alorie. By considering a fully ionized 0-T plasma to be an idea1 gas of specific-heat ratio y = 5/3, it is shown explicitly that coalesced weak spherical shocks are much more efficient than a single strong spherical shock, in generating fusion energy.
I. INTRODUCTION The problem of spherical implosion in an ideal gas due to a single strong shock was considered by Guderley' and by Landau and Stanyukovich, ' more than thirty years ago. Using the rhethod of similarity, Guderley numerically solved this problem of spherical shock reflection from the center, for a gas of specific heat ratio y= -', . Recent interest in this problem arose mainly due to the possibility of laser-driven spherical implosion and heating of a D-T plasma to generate useful fusion energy. In this connection, Goldman' has reinvestigated the problem of spherical reflection of a single strong shock in a plasma, considered to be an ideal gas of y = -, ', and Brueckner and Jorna' have calculated the resulting fusion gain factor in a D-T plasma as a function of the input shock energy. It is quite clear from their calculations that for y =+ a single spherical shock, after reflection from the center, gives a maximum compression of the order of 30 only, and that such an implosion does not produce very appreciable fusion yield.
In order to obtain high enough compression with low initial heating, it can be argued that instead of a single strong shock one should use a large number of nonovertaking shocks which are preferably weak so that the process is almost adiabatic till all these shocks coalesce at a radius r exactly at the same time t . There is further compression and heating of the plasma as the coalesced shocks move towards the center, and there is a sudden jump to higher values of density and temperature when the reflected shock reaches the observation point. Very close the center, the temperature and pressure become extremely large. The fusion yield is maximized further"' if the radius of the resulting central high-temperature region of the D-T pellet, after the reQection of the coalesced shocks, is comparable to the range of + particles generated by fusion reactions initiated in the region. In such a case, further heating of the compressed pellet is due to the absorption of the energetic o. particles, and the nuclear burn wave ignited by the reflected shock front moves outward at a supersonic speed.
In this paper we investigate and obtain an approximate analytical solutionfor the problem of spherical implosion of coalesced weak shocks in the absence of self-heating by the ot particles, assuming that the motion of the gas after time t, inside the sphere r, is self-similar. For self-similar solutions of the gas dynamic equations, the time evo-.lution of the gas variables as functions of position is such that only their scales and the length scale R(t) change in time, but their shapes remain same. If t=0 is taken to be the time when the incident coalesced front gets reflected from the center r = 0, the position of the incident and reflected fronts can be described by R, (t) = $(-f)" and R"(t) = ($/s*)t, where $ is the speed parameter for the front, and s~a nd~are constants to be determined from the solution of the gas equations in the self-similar regime. In the r -t plane [ Fig. 1(a) 
where c is the sound speed defined by =0 at the point where 6, is also zero, and go on to the origin 0 of the Z-V plane. This can be done only for a particular value of z, which is how n is determined. Once Z(V) is known, the complete solution till t =0, i.e. , in the region 8 of Fig. 1(a Fig. 1(b) 
Zc (Vc &) [2/ (y+1) As discussed in the previous section, the gas equations (2.38) and (2.39) can be integrated numerically to obtain the integral curve Z(V) in the region 8, subject to the conditions that it must pass through the boundary point A, the singular point S and the origin 0. However, an approximate analytic solution for the integral curve can be obtained if on the right-hand side of Eq. (2.38), we can replace ( c(dines[/dV) =-a/h"as given by Eq. Once the solution is known in the region C, these equations determine the variables at the shock front in the region D.
In the region D, the solution must be such that dln~s~/dv&0, i.e. , of the explosive type. As s-~,~-0, so that in the region Q we also have to look for a solution in which a particle lo- 
